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SUMMER CLINIC
June 6 & 7 

With Mike Wildenstein CJF, FWCF

Friday June 6
9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Homestead Veterinary Hospital
This will be a hands-on clinic for 10 farriers.
The clinic may be audited by everyone else.

Cost: $100 Hands-On participants
$50 Audit

All of the clinic fees will be donated to the
Animal Health Foundation and
Therapeutic Horsemanship

Topics for the day:
• Evaluation of Confirmation

and Shoeing requirements

• Meeting the shoeing needs of the horse

Call (636) 451-4655
and reserve your spot.

Saturday June 7
9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Spanish Lake Blacksmith Shop
There is no fee for this clinic
but reservations are required.

Call (636) 451-4655 and let us
know you will attend Saturday.

Presentations on:
• Limb Deviations in Foals

• Shoeing for Soft Tissue Lesions

• Current Modalities for the Treatment of
Laminitis: A Farriers Perspective

Lunch will be served.
RESERVATIONS are required.
For a preview of Mike’s teaching methods and a
look at what to expect in the clinic watch this video.
youtu.be/9QrVc9c_5cU

636-463-7211

2793 W. Meyer Rd.
Foristell MO 63348

spanishlake.com
Like us on Facebook

Hot versus Cold Shoeing
Few topics in horseshoeing can generate more discussion and
argument than the topic of “Hot or Cold Fitting” and which is best for
the horse and the farrier. 

The question is, should the horseshoes be fit to the foot when
completely cold or with enough heat to burn the hoof slightly?

As far back as the 1800's farriers and horseshoeing text books debated
the benefits and drawbacks of each method.  In recent years, Dutch
farrier Rob van Nassau, in his book Hoof Problems, writes about
forging and fitting horseshoes. He writes,

“A skilled farrier has already trimmed
the hoof flat before fitting the shoe, so
prolonged burning is not necessary.”

This is a key point to remember when
considering whether to hot fit a shoe.  Hot
fitting should not be used to mask the effect
of a poor trim.

To be clear on the terminology, Hot
Shoeing is the act of placing a heated
horseshoe to the bottom of a trimmed
hoof.  Cold Shoeing is the act of placing a
cold horseshoe to the bottom of a trimmed
hoof.  How the shoe is shaped on the anvil is not at issue.

Sometimes we want to defend the method we prefer, rather than
consider that each horse deserves our best professional determination
about which method to use.

In my experience it is easier on the farrier to shape and modify a
heated horseshoe.  Less stress is created on the wrist and elbow of the
farrier by light hammer blows applied to a hot shoe.  However, a
skilled farrier can properly shape a horseshoe using either method.
Likewise, the skilled farrier can fit the shoe either hot or cold,
depending on the best interest of the horse.

In my opinion, fitting the horseshoe to the horse’s hoof with some
heat remaining in the shoe has several benefits. 

• For the horse, a freshly trimmed hoof exposes soft tissue which can
more easily be invaded by fungus and debris.  Hot fitting seals the
exposed tissue of the horn tubules, blocking the admission of foreign
matter.  In recent years, the anaerobic fungus that causes White Line
Disease might be blocked from entering the hoof by hot fitting.
Horses with stretched laminae, toe or quarter cracks benefit from hot
fitting of the shoes, as well as horses in wet environments.
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• If additional shaping of the horseshoe is necessary, the retained
heat of the shoe requires less time to reach forging temperature,
saving time for the farrier.

• A perfect match between trimmed hoof and horseshoe means a
stronger bonded shoe.

However, it is not necessary or
desirable to hot fit every horse.  Just
as a farrier does not use one size or
type of horseshoe on every horse, so
it is with hot or cold fitting.

more

Evaluation, Shaping and
Fitting video

Watch an excerpt of the video
here: youtu.be/HriIKlaIB_4

Watch a How-To Video

Tips for Hot fitting Horseshoes

1.Don't trim the hoof as short as
you would if you were cold
fitting.  This might seem obvious,
but I have seen good farriers
forget this important rule.
Fitting hot will burn a small
amount of hoof, so leave more
hoof in your trim to
accommodate the burn.

2.Never hold a red hot shoe to the
foot.  A black heat is all that is
needed.  The hotter the shoe, the
more smoke and depth of burn.  

3.Larger steel stock (Draft shoe)
has a lot more heat than smaller
stock (SX-7).

4.Hold the shoe to the hoof for the
shortest length of time you need
to check the fit and/or to seal the
horn tubules.

5.I always placed a fan on the same
side of the horse that I was
working on.  Place the fan in a
position that will blow the smoke toward the back of the horse.
Instinct will make a horse nervous with the smell and sight of
smoke.  Blowing the smoke away from the head will minimize
the effect on the horse.  This YouTube video shows the
reaction of a horse to the smoke, even though he has been hot
fit before. "Hot Fitting a Clydesdale"
www.youtube.com/watch?v=UYnCxE_1hfM

6.Never use hot fitting to compensate for poor trimming.  Level
the hoof as if you were going to cold fit (don't forget to leave a
bit of length).

Here is a link to an article
about the topic of  Hot
versus Cold fitting:
www.equiworld.net/hoof
care/hotorcold.htm

Find more about fitting
horseshoes in this book

Hoof
Problems
By Rob van Nassau

Single Rate 
   Shipping

FOR A LIMITED TIME, WE’LL SHIP 
FROM OUR STORE TO YOUR 

DOOR FOR JUST $9.95!*

Now you can order all of your farrier 
supplies and pay one low rate for 
shipping.  We carry an extensive 
inventory of all major brands and 

products for the professional farrier.  
Place your order with the company 

that offers quality products at 
competitive prices.

*Exclusions: 1. This offer is for a limited time only and does not include 
the shipping of anvils and forges. Those items must be ordered 
separately.; 2. Shipping to Alaska, Hawaii and all other areas outside of 
the U.S. will have normal shipping charges applied at checkout.; 3.Spanish 
Lake will determine the shipping method.  Flat rate shipping should arrive 
within 7 business days.

If you have always fit horseshoes cold, here are a few tips or
guidelines to follow when you begin hot fitting horseshoes:

Spanish Lake Blacksmith Shop is
proud to carry these fine brands

and many more!

Don't forget to
keep your forge
and tools in good
working order.

RELINING A
FORGE:
www.forgemaster.com/view
_section.php?section=34

ADJUSTING TONGS:
(see April Shop Talk)

HOT FITTING
TONGS:
www.spanishlake.com/shop
/BF_hot_fit_shoe_tongs-
TBFTHF-Tools-Forging_
Tools-Fire_Tongs/p/1078/


